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a b s t r a c t
A key question in the developmental sciences is whether developmental differences are quantitative or qualitative. For example,
does age increase the speed in processing a task (quantitative differences) or does age affect the way a task is processed (qualitative
differences)? Until now, findings in the domain of decision making
have been based on the assumption that developmental differences
are either quantitative or qualitative. In the current study, we took
a different approach in which we tested whether development is
best described as being quantitative or qualitative. We administered a judgment version and a choice version of a decisionmaking task to a developmental sample (njudgment = 109 and
nchoice = 137; Mage = 12.5 years, age range = 9–18). The task, the
so-called Gambling Machine Task, required decisions between
two options characterized by constant gains and probabilistic
losses; these characteristics were known beforehand and thus
did not need to be learned from experience. Data were analyzed
by comparing the fit of quantitative and qualitative latent variable
models, so-called multiple indicator multiple cause (MIMIC) models. Results indicated that individual differences in both judgment
and choice tasks were quantitative and pertained to individual differences in ‘‘consideration of gains,” that is, to what extent decisions were guided by gains. These differences were affected by
age in the judgment version, but not in the choice version, of the
task. We discuss implications for theories of decision making and
discuss potential limitations and extensions. We also argue that
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the MIMIC approach is useful in other domains, for example, to test
quantitative versus qualitative development of categorization, reasoning, math, and memory.
Ó 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open
access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/).

Introduction
A key question in the developmental sciences is whether development is best described as quantitative or qualitative (Jones & Dekker, 2018; Siegler, 2007). For example, the developmental increase
in working memory may best be attributed to a quantitative increase in inhibition of distracting information (Plebanek & Sloutsky, 2019). On the other hand, the developmental increase in the speed with
which children solve simple additions may originate in qualitative changes in strategy use; young
children use a slow counting strategy, whereas older children use a fast memory retrieval strategy
(Ashcraft & Fierman, 1982). In the domain of decision making, it is still largely unknown whether
development in decision making (Defoe, Dubas, Figner, & van Aken, 2012; Rosenbaum,
Venkatraman, Steinberg, & Chein, 2018) is quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative development
would signify that all people use the same strategy to arrive at a decision but that there would be
quantitative developmental changes in the parameters describing such a strategy. Qualitative development, on the other hand, would imply that there would be developmental changes in strategies
being used. The purpose of the current study therefore was to test whether development of decision
making is best characterized as quantitative or qualitative. We did so in a sample of 9- to 18-year-olds
using a latent variable modeling approach specifically tailored to differentiate between these two
types of development.
In the current study, decisions were made given described (i.e., known) gain amounts, loss
amounts, and their associated probabilities, so-called attributes (Rosenbaum et al., 2018). Some theories are best suited to describe quantitative development in such decision making. First, according to
information integration theory (Anderson, 1980; Schlottmann & Tring, 2005; Wilkening & Anderson,
1982), all people base decisions on a weighted sum of attributes. Age-related changes may then be due
to quantitative developmental changes in the weights given to these attributes, for example, in the
weights given to gains (in a different domain: Liu, Gonzalez, & Warneken, 2019; Wilkening, 1981).
In addition there may also be quantitative developmental changes in how strictly people base their
decisions on this strategy, which is captured in the so-called sensitivity parameter (Glöckner &
Pachur, 2012; Nussenbaum & Hartley, 2019). Second, according to cumulative prospect theory, decisions are based on subjective utility, that is, a sum of subjectively evaluated gain and loss amounts
multiplied by their subjectively evaluated probabilities (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). Age-related
changes may then be due to quantitative changes in the parameters governing subjective evaluation
(e.g., of gains) or in the sensitivity parameter (Harbaugh, Krause, & Vesterlund, 2002; Steelandt,
Broihanne, Romain, Thierry, & Dufour, 2013). Third, according to risk return theory (Weber, Shafir,
& Blais, 2004), decisions are made given a weighted sum of expected value and risk. Quantitative
developmental differences may then exist in the weighting of risk or in the sensitivity parameter
(Paulsen, Platt, Huettel, & Brannon, 2011; van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2015; Wolf, Wright, Kilford,
Dolan, & Blakemore, 2013).
However, other theories are better suited to describe qualitative developmental changes; that is,
there may be age-related changes in strategies being used to arrive at a decision. First, according to
dual process theory, people use either an intuitive or a deliberate decision-making strategy (Evans,
2008, 2011). Development may then originate in a shift from the intuitive strategy to the deliberate
strategy (Kokis, Macpherson, Toplak, West, & Stanovich, 2002; Stanovich, West, & Toplak, 2011). Second, fuzzy trace theory suggests a reverse developmental shift—from a deliberate strategy to an intuitive strategy (Reyna & Ellis, 1994). Third, according to lexicographic theory (Tversky, Sattath, & Slovic,
1988), which resembles the theory on proportional reasoning (Jansen & van der Maas, 2002; Siegler &
2
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Chen, 2002), development may originate in a shift from simple to complex strategy use (Betsch,
Lehmann, Jekel, Lindow, & Glöckner, 2018; Huizenga, Crone, & Jansen, 2007; Lang & Betsch, 2018;
but see Jansen, Van Duijvenvoorde, & Huizenga, 2012; Lindow, Lang, & Betsch, 2017). Fourth, it has
been argued that there is a developmental shift in adaptive strategy selection (Betsch & Lang, 2013;
Betsch, Lehmann, Lindow, Lang, & Schoemann, 2016; Lindow & Betsch, 2018, 2019), for example, that
children, but not adults, use complex strategies even if simple strategies suffice (Mata, von Helversen,
& Rieskamp, 2011).
In the literature reviewed above, developmental differences were explained by assuming either
quantitative or qualitative developmental differences. That is, in the quantitative literature, it was
assumed that everyone uses the same strategy but that there may exist quantitative differences in
the parameters governing this strategy. For example, in risk return theory studies, it is assumed that
every decision maker bases a decision on a weighted sum of expected value and risk; developmental
differences are then assumed to originate in the weighting of risk (e.g., Paulsen et al., 2011; van
Duijvenvoorde et al., 2015; Wolf et al., 2013). But it was not tested whether these developmental differences could be better described as qualitative. For example, it was not tested whether some participants based their decisions on a strategy in which they only considered gains whereas other did so
given a strategy in which they considered both gains and losses. Vice versa, in the qualitative literature, differences in strategy use were reported, but it was never tested whether these differences could
better be explained by quantitative differences. For example, it was reported that there were developmental differences in strategy use (Betsch & Lang, 2013; Betsch et al., 2016, 2018; Huizenga et al.,
2007; Jansen et al., 2012; Lang & Betsch, 2018; Lindow & Betsch, 2018, 2019; Lindow et al., 2017;
Mata et al., 2011; Reyna & Ellis, 1994), but it was not tested whether these could be better explained
by quantitative differences in, for example, the weighting of gains.
In the current study, we adopted a new approach in which we directly tested which perspective,
either quantitative or qualitative, better describes developmental differences in decision making. Such
a testing of the nature of individual differences is important for theoretical and applied reasons (in a
different domain, see also McGrath & Walters, 2012). Suppose that it is indeed found that developmental differences in decision making are quantitative in nature. This then provides evidence for
quantitative theories such as information integration theory, cumulative prospect theory, and risk
return theory. In that case, interventions to improve decision making are then also best rooted in these
quantitative conceptualizations.
To this end, we administered a decision-making task in a large and developmentally diverse
sample. Resulting data were analyzed given the following rationale. If individual differences in
decision-making differences are quantitative, the latent variable driving these differences should be
quantitative. However, if individual differences are qualitative, the latent variable should be qualitative. Therefore, we compared two multiple indicator multiple cause (MIMIC) models (Bollen &
Bauldry, 2011; Joreskog, 1975; Kievit et al., 2012; Zadelaar et al., 2019) (see Fig. 1). In the quantitative
model, age and potential other individual difference variables influence the score on a quantitative
latent variable, which in turn determines responses to decision items. The quantitative latent variable
thus can be conceived as a factor, just as in a factor analysis. In the qualitative model, age and potential
other individual difference variables influence the likelihood of belonging to qualitatively different
latent classes, each characterized by a different decision strategy that determines responses to decision items. The qualitative latent variable thus can be conceived as a categorical variable with multiple
latent classes, just as in a mixture analysis. If the quantitative model provides the best fit, we conclude
that individual differences are best described as quantitative. On the other hand, if the qualitative
model proves to be better, we conclude that these differences are qualitative in nature.
Apart from age, we included the individual difference variables sex, neuroticism, and math
performance. Effects of sex on decision making have been reported in every age range, with male
participants taking more risks than female participants (Blais & Weber, 2001; Byrnes, Miller, &
Schafer, 1999). Among personality variables, neuroticism has been shown to have the largest effect
on decision making (Hilbig, 2008; Lauriola & Levin, 2001). Hilbig (2008) showed that high neuroticism
was associated with simple over complex decision strategy use. Lauriola and Levin (2001) showed that
high neuroticism was associated with decreased risk taking in gain domains but increased risk taking
3
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of multiple indicator multiple cause (MIMIC) models. In the quantitative model (left panel),
individual difference variables (‘‘cause variables”) influence the score on a quantitative latent variable, which in turn influences
item responses (‘‘effect variables”), which can be either judgment or choice responses. In the qualitative model (right panel),
individual difference variables influence the logistic probability of belonging to different latent classes. Each latent class is
characterized by distinct item responses, which again can be either judgment or choice responses. In this schematic illustration,
the qualitative latent variable consists of two classes of equal size, but more classes and/or different class sizes are possible.

in loss domains. Finally, we included math performance because some complex strategies require
integration of attributes, whereas other simple strategies do not.
The decision-making task was the so-called Gambling Machine Task, which was specifically
designed to be sensitive to individual differences in strategy use (Bexkens, Jansen, van der Molen, &
Huizenga, 2016; Dekkers et al., 2020; Jansen et al., 2012; Steingroever, Jepma, Lee, Jansen, &
Huizenga, 2019; Van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2016). In this task, participants make a decision concerning
two options, that is, two gambling machines. They may be asked either to choose the best of both
options (i.e., choice), or to indicate to what extent they judge one option to be better than the other
(i.e., judgment) (Figner & Schaub, n.d.; Montgomery, Selart, Gärling, & Lindberg, 1994; Payne,
Bettman, Coupey, & Johnson, 1992; Selart, 1996; Tversky et al., 1988; Westenberg & Koele, 1992;
Wilkening & Anderson, 1982). It has, to our knowledge, never been investigated whether developmental differences are robust over choice and judgment in decision-making tasks. However, in the developmental literature on the balance scale task, it has been suggested that there is a developmental
increase in complexity of strategy use in choice versions, indicative of qualitative differences, whereas
such differences are absent in judgment versions (Wilkening & Anderson, 1982). Therefore, to explore
potential differences between choice and judgment, we administered both a choice version and a
judgment version of the task. For both the choice and judgment data, we compared the fit of quantitative and qualitative MIMIC models.
Method

Participants
Participants were recruited through schools in the Netherlands. Primary caretakers were informed
about the experiment and had the opportunity to exempt their children from participating. A total of
260 children (Mage = 12.5 years, age range = 9–18; 46% male)2 filled in the paper-and-pencil Gambling
Machine Task (GMT). All procedures were approved by the local ethics committee of the University of
Amsterdam.
2
Some children did not report their age (n = 5) or their sex (n = 3). Thus, Mage is computed over 255 children, and percentage
male is computed over 257 children, instead of 260 children.
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Experimental design and materials
Participants needed to respond either by choice or by judgment; response type was varied between
participants. Age, math performance, and neuroticism were continuous between-participants variables. Sex, response (judgment vs. choice), and version (1 vs. 2; in Version 2, items were administered
in reverse order) were discrete between-participants variables. Participants were randomly allocated
to version and response conditions.
Decision making was assessed with the GMT. The task consisted of 47 items; an example is given in
Fig. 2. Each item depicted two gambling machines characterized by their frequency of loss (FL),
amount of loss (AL) and certain gain (CG) (attributes of all items are given in Table 1 of the supplementary online material [SOM Table 1]). Participants were asked to imagine that balls would be tossed and
tumbled and that one ball would be drawn. They were instructed that if a white ball would be drawn,
they would gain the amount printed on the machine (e.g., with the left-hand machine in Fig. 2, they
would gain 2) and would lose nothing. If, however, a gray ball would be drawn, they would gain the
amount printed on the machine but would also lose the amount printed on the gray ball (e.g., with the
left-hand machine in Fig. 2, they would lose 10). Participants were then asked to decide. In the choice
GMT, participants needed to decide by ticking one of three boxes: ‘‘Gambling Machine A,” ‘‘Equal,” or
‘‘Gambling Machine B.” In the judgment GMT, they needed to mark a 7-point Likert scale, with 1 indicating I choose only Gambling Machine A, 4 indicating I choose Gambling Machine A and Gambling
Machine B equally, and 7 indicating I choose only Gambling Machine B.
Items depicted two machines that did or did not differ in expected value: EV = AL * (FL/10) + CG. For
example, in Fig. 2, the two machines differed, with EV =
10 * (1/10) + 2 = 1 in the left-hand panel and
EV =
2 * (5/10) + 4 = 3 in the right-hand panel. The low- and high-EV machines were coined the
worst and best machines, respectively; thus, in Fig. 2, the right-hand machine was the best machine.
Expected values of the two machines in each item are given in SOM Table 1.
The total of 47 items could be grouped into 16 item types based on which attribute(s) differed
between machines and which attribute(s) signaled the best machine. The GMT item types were
inspired by Siegler (1976) rule assessment methodology. That is, given a set of prespecified strategies
(‘‘rules”), we constructed item types that allowed for differentiation between these strategies. So, differences between items were deliberately chosen to differentiate between strategies. Therefore, this
necessitated an identification system for item types; simple numbering (1–16) would not suffice.
The identification system, also used in previous studies (Bexkens et al., 2016; Dekkers et al., 2020;
Jansen et al., 2012; Steingroever et al., 2019; Van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2016), is described below. In
SOM Table 2, we outline how this set of item types may differentiate between decision strategies.
The E (equal) type was an item in which no attributes differed between machines. In item types
where attribute(s) differed between machines, attributes signaling the best machine (i.e., the machine
with the highest expected value) were printed in uppercase, attributes signaling the worst machine
were printed in lowercase, and attributes that did not differ were not printed. For example, an item
type labeled CG differed only in certain gain, and the machine with the highest certain gain was best.
As another example, the item in Fig. 2 belonged to the fl_AL,CG type; the machines differed on all attributes, and the best option was the machine that was optimal on amount of loss and on certain gain (as
indicated by the uppercase AL and CG), whereas the worst option was the machine that was optimal
on frequency of loss (as indicated by the lowercase fl). Finally, in the fl,al_cg type, all attributes differed
but machines had equal expected values; therefore, none of the attributes was printed in uppercase.
An underscore indicates that attributes conflicted (i.e., signaled different machines). For example,
fl_AL,CG tells us that the frequency of loss signaled one machine, whereas both amount of loss and
certain gain signaled the other machine.
Worst and best options were semirandomly presented on the left-hand or right-hand side of the
item; therefore, responses were coded in the following way. In the choice task, each response was
coded as a preference for the worst option (1), as indifference (2), or as a preference for the best option
(3). In the judgment task, each response was coded such that a low score (1) indicated a preference for
the worst option and a high score (7) indicated a preference for the best option. Responses to items in
which options did not differ in expected value (i.e., the fl,al_cg and fl_al item types) were not recoded,
meaning that a high choice or judgment score indicated a preference for the right-hand option. In the
5
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Fig. 2. Example of an item in the choice task. The left-hand and right-hand machines were respectively characterized by a
frequency of loss (FL) of 1 and 5, an amount of loss (AL) of 10 and 2, and a certain gain (CG) of + 2 and + 4.

fl,al_cg item type, the right-hand option was optimal on constant gain; in the fl_al item type, the righthand option was optimal on amount of loss.
The GMT offers the opportunity to assess decision strategies, with different decision strategies giving rise to different response patterns on the task (Bexkens et al., 2016; Dekkers et al., 2020; Jansen
et al., 2012; Steingroever et al., 2019; Van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2016; Zadelaar et al., 2019). For example, if people use a strategy in which they compare options on expected value, they will answer all
items correctly. However, if they use a simple strategy in which they compare options only on their
frequency of loss, they will answer only items with the uppercase FL correctly and will answer other
items incorrectly. For example they will answer the fl_AL,CG item in Fig. 2 incorrectly because they
will state that the machine with the lowest frequency of loss is optimal. In the supplementary online
material, we have outlined how the GMT can differentiate among several strategies. The current version of the task was an adaptation of the GMT that was originally developed to assess qualitative individual differences, that is, differences in strategy use. To also be sensitive to quantitative differences,
we adapted this task in two ways. First, we incorporated additional items generating more variations
in gains, losses, and their probabilities. Increasing variation in attributes has been suggested to be
important in detecting quantitative individual differences (Figner, Mackinlay, Wilkening, & Weber,
2009; Figner & Voelki, 2004; Wilkening & Anderson, 1982). Second, because it has been suggested that
quantitative individual differences are more pronounced in judgment tasks than in choice tasks
(Wilkening & Anderson, 1982), we included a judgment version of this task as well.
The GMT has been administered previously in developmental samples, for example, as young as
8 years (Jansen et al., 2012). In the latter study, consistency of responses over items was high, suggesting that children did understand the task and were not guessing.
Neuroticism was assessed with the neuroticism subscale of the Revised Junior Eysenck Personality
Questionnaire (JEPQ-R) (Scholte & De Bruyn, 2001). The neuroticism subscale consisted of 20 statements on which participants could answer either yes or no. One item (‘‘Do you sometimes feel life
is just not worth living?”) was not administered because it was considered inappropriate for the current sample; therefore, the sum score was computed over 19 items. We were interested in effects of
neuroticism over and above age and sex. Therefore, we regressed the neuroticism sum score on age
and sex in the entire sample and saved the standardized residuals for further analysis.3

3
There was a significant effect of sex; female participants had higher neuroticism scores than male participants (cf. Scholte & De
Bruyn, 2001). There were no effects of age.
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Math performance was assessed with the Tempo Test Rekenen [Number Fact Retrieval Test] (De
Vos, 1992). This test consisted of five subscales: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and a
mix of these four problem types. Each subscale consisted of 40 items ranging from easy to difficult.
Participants were allowed 1 min for each subscale. We used the mixed subscale for further analysis
given that deciding may require all four mathematical capacities. Because we were interested in
effects of math performance over and above age and sex, the number of correct items on the mixed
subscale was regressed on age and sex4 in the entire sample; standardized residuals were saved for further analysis.
Procedure
Assessment was administered groupwise in a classroom and was led by two research assistants.
Children were first handed the GMT booklet. Assistants explained the task and completed two example items together with the children. Instruction and examples were printed in the booklet as well.
Participants were given 20 min to complete the GMT. After completion, GMT booklets were replaced
by the neuroticism subscale and assistants instructed participants to choose the answer that suited
them best and to not spend too much time on selecting an answer; participants were given 5 min
to fill out this scale. After retrieving the completed questionnaires, assistants explained the math task.
Because it was important that all participants started simultaneously, the sheet with the math problems was handed out upside down after the explanation. After a starting signal, participants flipped
the sheet and started the first part of the task (addition). After 1 min, they started the second part,
and so on. Assistants retrieved the sheets and handed out treats to thank the participants.
Analysis
A total of 16 item types were administered; however 4 item types were not included in the MIMIC
analysis because these showed hardly any individual differences.5 That is, responses to the E type were
consistently characterized by indifference, and responses to three other types (FL, AL, and CG) were characterized by a near unanimous preference for the best option (cf. SOM Table 1, columns with means and
medians). Thus, this left 16–4 = 12 item types for the MIMIC analyses.
We first fitted quantitative and qualitative MIMIC models to the judgment data and compared the
fit of these models (Zadelaar et al., 2019), and we then did the same for the choice data. As outlined in
Zadelaar et al. (2019), in a MIMIC model (cf. Fig. 1) a latent variable is influenced by a set of observable
‘‘cause variables” (age, sex, neuroticism, and math performance) while influencing another set of
observable ‘‘effect variables” (continuous item judgments in the judgment task or ordinal item choices
in the choice task). The latent variable, either quantitative of qualitative, represents an underlying construct of interest (Kievit et al., 2011, 2012). Quantitative individual differences (i.e., dimensional,
spread across a continuum) in the construct of interest should be reflected by a quantitative latent
variable, as represented in what is henceforth referred to as the quantitative model (see Fig. 1, lefthand panel). Similarly, qualitative individual differences (i.e., categorical, consisting of multiple homogeneous classes, each representing a strategy) in the construct of interest are reflected by a qualitative
latent variable (see the qualitative model in Fig. 1, right-hand panel).
Thus, the quantitative model can be regarded as an extended factor analysis6: a factor analysis
because the latent variable underlying item responses is quantitative (a factor) and an extended factor
analysis because this factor is influenced by cause variables (e.g., age). As in a factor analysis, interpretation of the quantitative latent variable is based on the relationship between factor and item responses.
To illustrate with an analogy, in the interpretation of factors underlying a personality questionnaire, a
factor is interpreted as ‘‘conscientiousness” if this is the common aspect of items loading positively on

4
5
6

There was a significant effect of age, with math performance increasing with age. There were no effects of sex.
These omitted four simple item types comprised 13 items; hence, 47 – 13 = 34 items were included in the analysis.
The term factor analysis is used when the latent factor underlies continuous, ordinal, or nominal variables.
7
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this factor. The qualitative model can be considered as an extended mixture analysis7: a mixture analysis
because the latent variable underlying item responses is qualitative (multiple latent classes) and an extended mixture analysis because the likelihood of belonging to each of these classes is influenced by
cause variables (e.g., age). As in a mixture analysis, interpretation of the latent classes is based on item
responses for each class. To illustrate again with an analogy, in the interpretation of latent classes underlying an internalizing problems questionnaire, a latent class is interpreted as ‘‘depression” if this is the
common aspect of items endorsed by this class, whereas another class is interpreted as ‘‘anxiety” if this
is the common aspect of items endorsed by this other class. In the analyses, the quantitative latent variable model provided the best fit for both the judgment and choice data. Therefore, we first describe the
quantitative model and then proceed with its qualitative counterpart.
The quantitative model for the judgment data was defined by the following parameters. The cause
parameters defined how age, sex, neuroticism, and math performance influenced the latent variable; a
positive cause parameter indicated that an increase in a cause variable yielded an increase in the
latent variable. The effect parameters consisted of slopes and intercepts for each item; a positive effect
slope indicated that an increase in the latent variable yielded an increase in an item judgment. These
effect slopes index the relationship between the latent variable and item responses and thus are crucial for interpretation of the latent variable. The effect intercepts denoted item judgments if the latent
variable is zero. To obtain stability of the model, effect parameters of items belonging to the same item
type were constrained to be equal. To identify the model (Bollen & Bauldry, 2011), the effect slope of
one item type, fl,al_cg, was fixed to 1.8
In the quantitative model for the choice data, the cause parameters again defined how age, sex,
neuroticism, and math performance influenced the latent variable; interpretation is equivalent to that
for the judgment data. The effect parameters consisted of slopes and intercepts for each item. Because
the choice data were ordinal (1, 2, 3), positive effect slopes indicated that an increase in the latent variable yielded an increase in the chances of a higher choice. Again, these effect slopes are crucial for
interpretation of the latent variable. Effect intercepts denoted preferences if the latent variable was
zero. There were two intercepts: one for the 1 choice as opposed to the 3 choice and one for the 2
choice as opposed to the 3 choice. To obtain stability of the model, effect parameters of items belonging to the same item type were constrained to be equal. To identify the model (Bollen & Bauldry,
2011), the effect slope of one item type, fl,al_cg, was fixed to 1.9
The qualitative model for the judgment data is defined by the following parameters. The cause
parameters consist of an intercept and slopes. The cause slopes define how age, sex, neuroticism,
and math performance influence the likelihood of belonging to a class as compared with a reference
class. The cause intercept defines the likelihood of belonging to a certain class rather than the reference class when all cause indicators equal zero. Each class has its own effect parameters that define
the mean judgment on an item for that particular class. Thus, these effect parameters are crucial
for interpretation of these classes. To obtain stability of the model, effect parameters of items belonging to the same item type were constrained to be equal.
In the qualitative model for the choice data, the cause parameters are equivalent to those of the
judgment data, as outlined above. With respect to the effect parameters, each class has two parameters per item that define the likelihood of individuals of that class giving a response (1 or 2) as opposed
to the reference response (3). Again, these effect parameters are crucial for interpretation of classes. To
obtain stability of the model, effect parameters of items belonging to the same item type were constrained to be equal.
For both the judgment and choice data, we adopted the following procedure. We fitted qualitative
models with two to four latent strategy classes and a quantitative model with one latent variable. We

7
The term mixture analysis is used when the latent classes underlie continuous, ordinal, or nominal variables. Mixture analysis
for continuous variables is also known as latent profile analysis; mixture analysis for ordinal or nominal data is also known as
latent class analysis.
8
The model also contains a latent variable error variance because the latent variable is predicted by cause variables, and item
error variances as item judgments are predicted by the latent variable (Bollen & Bauldry, 2011).
9
The model also contains a latent variable error variance because the latent variable is predicted by cause variables. Item
variances are not estimated for ordinal data.
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then determined, for the best fitting qualitative model and for the best fitting quantitative model,
whether effects of age, sex, neuroticism, and math performance could be set to zero. We did so by
comparing models by means of the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), where lower values indicate
better model fit. Finally, we compared the best fitting qualitative model and the best fitting quantitative model by means of the BIC, which was warranted because this fit measure is also suited for nonnested models (Posada & Buckley, 2004; Vrieze, 2012). Analyses were performed in Mplus; code can
be found in the supplementary online material.
Results
Judgment data
The MIMIC model required all cause variables (i.e., age, sex, neuroticism, and math performance) to
be complete. Because 7 of the 116 participants had missing values on at least one cause variable, this
left 109 participants for further analysis. Among the qualitative models, the two-class model converged, whereas the three- and four-class models did not do so.10 The quantitative model fitted best
if the effect of age was included. The same was true for the qualitative two-class model. Fit was better
for the quantitative model with age included (BIC = 13813.1) than for the qualitative model with age
included (BIC = 13950.8) (see SOM Table 3 for all model selection results; see SOM Table 4 for additional
relative fit measures, i.e., the Akaike information criterion [AIC] and AIC weights; and see Fig. 3 for absolute fit). Note that in both the quantitative and qualitative models, sex, neuroticism, and math performance were not required to describe the data adequately.
To provide more insight into the interpretation of the quantitative latent variable, we inspected the
effect slope parameters11 because they index how the latent variable is associated with the item
responses. In the upper panel of Fig. 4, it can be seen that the latent variable was best described as a contrast between item types in which constant gain uniquely signaled the correct option (significant positive parameters) and item types in which constant gain did not do so (nonsignificant parameters or
significant negative parameters).12 Therefore, we interpreted the latent variable as ‘‘consideration of
gains.” That is, this variable indexed to what extent decisions were influenced by gains. Note that this
interpretation was consistent with the fixed positive parameter of the fl,al_cg item type.13 Cause slope
estimates provided more insight into the effects of cause variables on the latent variable consideration
of gains. The effect of age was significant (b =
0.269, p = .034). The negative age effect indicated that
with increasing age, scores on the continuous latent variable consideration of gains decreased. Taken
together, these results indicate that quantitative individual differences in this judgment task originated
in a developmental decrease in consideration of gains.
Choice data
Of the 144 participants, 7 had missing values on at least one cause variable, leaving 137 participants for further analysis. The quantitative model converged, and no cause variables needed to be
included. Among the qualitative models, the two- and three-class models converged, whereas the

10
The three- and four-class models did not converge because the number of parameters was too high. As a check, we also
performed adapted analyses requiring fewer parameters. This indeed resulted in convergence for the two- and three-class models
but not for the four-class model. The best fitting adapted qualitative model fitted the data less well than the best fitting
quantitative model. Refer to SOM Table 6 for complete results.
11
Although the quantitative model provided the best fit for judgment and choice data, in SOM Table 5 we also report results of
the best fitting qualitative models.
12
There is one exception to this pattern; the item type fl_al, in which both options had equal expected values, also was
characterized by a significant positive effect parameter.
13
That is, people scoring high on the latent variable ‘‘consideration of gains” gave a high judgment score on this fl,al_cg item type.
Because options did not differ in expected value on this item type, a high judgment score on this item incidentally indicated a
preference for the option characterized by a high constant gain (cf. ‘‘Experimental design and materials” section). Hence, they
considered gains in their judgment.
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Fig. 3. Observed (black) and predicted (blue) mean response patterns across participants per item type (for an explanation of
item types, see ‘‘Experimental design and materials” section) for the judgment data (left panel) and choice data (right panel) for
the best fitting (i.e., quantitative) multiple indicator multiple cause (MIMIC) model. For the judgment data, this best fitting
model included age; for the choice data, no cause variables were included. The  axis denotes item type; the y axis denotes the
response on the corresponding item type. Dotted gray lines represent response patterns of individual participants. It can be seen
that the quantitative model with age included fitted the mean response patterns well; however, absolute model fit for this
model was mediocre to poor, v2(706) = 1698.244, p < .001, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = .114,
comparative fit index (CFI) = .282, standardized root mean square residual (SRMS) = .149. Similar absolute fit statistics were not
available for the choice data. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)

four-class model did not do so.14 The qualitative three-class model outperformed the two-class model
and fitted best if no cause variables were included. The quantitative model (BIC = 5747.6) outperformed
the qualitative three-class model (BIC = 5872.2) (see SOM Table 3 for all model selection results; see SOM
Table 4 for additional relative fit measures, i.e., the AIC and AIC weights; and see Fig. 3 for absolute fit). As
can be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 4, item slopes again indicated that the quantitative latent variable
was best described as a contrast between item types in which constant gain uniquely signaled the correct
option and item types in which it did not do so. So, the latent variable could again be interpreted as consideration of gains. The conclusion therefore is that individual differences in this choice task were quantitative, could be interpreted as consideration of gains, and were not significantly related to age, sex,
neuroticism, or math performance.

Discussion
Studies on the development of decision making assume that differences are either quantitative or
qualitative. The current new MIMIC model comparison approach offers the possibility to test which of
these two conceptualizations is most adequate. Current results, obtained by administering the GMT to
a sample of 9- to 18-year-olds, indicate that individual differences are best described as quantitative
individual differences in consideration of gains in making a judgment or a choice. In a judgment version of the task, these differences are affected by age; there is an age-related decrease in consideration
of gains, whereas this decrease is not observed in a choice version of the task. Other individual difference variables (i.e., sex, neuroticism, and math performance) had no effects on considerations of gains.
These results offer five new insights. The first insight pertains to the main question of the current
study: Are developmental differences in decision making quantitative or qualitative in nature? Current results provide support for quantitative conceptualizations, as implemented in information integration theory, cumulative prospect theory, and risk return theory (Anderson, 1980; Schlottmann &
Tring, 2005; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992; Weber et al., 2004; Wilkening & Anderson, 1982).
14
As a check, for the choice data we also performed adapted analyses requiring fewer parameters for the two-, three-, and fourclass models. This resulted in convergence for the two- and three-class models but not for the four-class model. The best fitting
adapted qualitative model fitted the data less well than the best fitting quantitative model. Refer to SOM Table 6 for complete
results.
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Fig. 4. Quantitative multiple indicator multiple cause (MIMIC) model parameters separately for the judgment data (top panel)
and choice data (bottom panel). Parameters in brackets were fixed. An asterisk (*) indicates significance at p < .05. Items in
which certain gain (CG) uniquely signaled the best option are bolded.

Conversely, they do not provide support for qualitative conceptualizations derived from dual process
theory, fuzzy trace theory, or lexicographic theory (Evans, 2008, 2011; Jansen & van der Maas, 2002;
Jansen et al., 2012; Kokis et al., 2002; Reyna & Ellis, 1994; Siegler & Chen, 2002; Stanovich et al., 2011;
Steingroever et al., 2019; Tversky et al., 1988). The current study therefore motivates future studies in
which developmental differences in decision making are studied from the three quantitative theoretical perspectives.
The second new insight is that quantitative developmental differences in decision making are
related to a developmental decrease in consideration of gains. This finding generates the novel
hypothesis that developmental differences in decision making will manifest themselves in parameters
related to consideration of gains in each of the three quantitative theories. That is, in information integration theory they will appear in the weight parameter associated with gains, in cumulative prospect
theory they will appear in the parameters governing subjective evaluation of gains, and in risk return
theory they will appear in the weight associated with risk. To our knowledge, this hypothesis has
hardly ever been tested. That is, no information integration studies tested the development of gain
weights, only one cumulative prospect theory study investigated the development of subjective
weighting of gains and found no such effect (Steelandt et al., 2013), and only a few risk return theory
studies reported development in weights associated with risk (Paulsen et al., 2011; van Duijvenvoorde
11
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et al., 2015; Wolf et al., 2013). The current findings therefore motivate future studies into the development of gain-related information in decision making (Horn, Mata, & Pachur, 2020).
The third new insight relates to an absence of an effect of sex, neuroticism, or math performance on
quantitative individual differences in consideration of gains. Thus, male and female individuals do not
differ in to what extent they use gain-related information in their judgment or choice. Because
increased consideration of gains (i.e., overweighting of gains as compared with losses) will often result
in risk taking, the absence of an effect of sex is inconsistent with previous findings that risk taking is
enhanced in male individuals as compared with female individuals (Blais & Weber, 2001; Byrnes et al.,
1999). Neuroticism also had no effect on consideration of gains. It has been shown that neuroticism
has an opposite effect on risk taking in gain and loss domains (Lauriola & Levin, 2001), which may
explain the absence of an effect in the current study where options were characterized by both gains
and losses. Neuroticism has also been associated with simple over complex strategy use (Hilbig, 2008).
Because the current results indicate no qualitative individual differences, and therefore no individual
differences in strategy use, the current results are not inconsistent with Hilbig (2008) findings. Similarly, math performance was studied because it may be predictive of complex versus simple strategy
use. Because we did not find individual differences in strategy use, the absence of an effect of math
performance is reasonable.
The fourth new insight relates to that we investigated, for the first time, development of both judgment and choice in an otherwise equivalent decision-making task. In both the judgment and choice
versions, a quantitative conceptualization, and not a qualitative conceptualization, provided the best
fit. The absence of qualitative differences in judgment is in accordance with previous findings on the
balance scale task, but the absence of qualitative differences in choice is not (Wilkening & Anderson,
1982). Several explanations may be put forward with respect to the latter discrepancy, for example,
differences between decision making and balance scale tasks, differences in sample size and age range,
and differences in methodology used to assess qualitative differences. This then would suggest that
the notion that development in choice tasks consists of going through qualitatively different stages
is not general but rather depends on task, sample, and method, all of which deserve further study.
Another point worth mentioning is that developmental differences in consideration of gains were
observed in the judgment version but not in the choice version of the task.15 We refrain from speculation on the origin of this developmental discrepancy between judgment and choice and only suggest
that it requires further study.
The final new insight is that it is important to test, rather than assume, the quantitative versus
qualitative nature of developmental differences. Although this testing of the nature of individual differences has become an active field of research in clinical developmental psychology (e.g., Beauchaine,
2003, 2007; Coghill & Sonuga-Barke, 2012; Haslam, Holland, & Kuppens, 2012), the current study is, to
our knowledge, the first to investigate this in cognitive developmental domains. For example, in our
previous GMT studies, we assumed qualitative individual and developmental differences (Bexkens
et al., 2016; Dekkers et al., 2020; Jansen et al., 2012; Steingroever et al., 2019; Van Duijvenvoorde
et al., 2016; Van Duijvenvoorde, Jansen, Visser, & Huizenga, 2010). Although a reanalysis of one of
these studies using the current MIMIC approach confirmed that individual differences among adults
were indeed better described by a qualitative model than by a quantitative model (Zadelaar et al.,
2019), it remains to be tested whether this is also the case in these other studies.
These five novel insights should be considered in light of potential limitations. First, the current
study was not preregistered, and thus the analyses were exploratory. Second, the current conclusions
are, as always, specifically tied to the current task and population (Yarkoni, 2020). For example, if we
would have administered more complex items, would have used time pressure, would have included
more than two options in each item, and/or would have also included children of a younger age, qualitative age-related differences may have become apparent (Gonthier & Roulin, 2020; Jansen et al.,
2012; Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1988; Van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2016). Relatedly, we used specific
operationalizations of judgment and choice; other operationalizations may give rise to different
results. That is, to be able to assess qualitative differences in strategy use, participants in the current

15

This may be a power issue because the third best model for the choice task did include an effect of age (cf. SOM Table 2).
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study chose either one option or the other option or indicated that the options were equivalent. This
possibility of equivalence is not always given in choice tasks. Moreover, to make the judgment task
comparable to the choice task, participants in the current study rated one option in comparison with
the other. In other judgment tasks, participants provide a rating of one option only. The current study
therefore motivates future, preferably preregistered MIMIC studies into the generalizability of the current findings to different tasks and different populations.
Third, one may argue that the chosen models were too restrictive in that the qualitative MIMIC
model did not allow for quantitative variation within classes. This potential limitation can be
addressed in future studies by combining the MIMIC model with so-called factor mixture models that
do allow for quantitative variation within classes (e.g., Lubke & Muthén, 2005) but that require a larger
sample size. On the other hand, one may also argue that the models were not restrictive enough. That
is, many free parameters needed to be estimated, and constraints on these parameters may have been
beneficial. For example, in previous GMT research assuming qualitative differences, we identified several strategies (Jansen et al., 2012; Steingroever et al., 2019). Given these results, we could have constrained parameters in the current analyses. We did not do so, however, because we wanted to create
a level playing field for the qualitative and quantitative models; constraining parameters of the qualitative model, but not the quantitative model, may have favored the qualitative model.
Fourth, we defined quantitative differences as quantitative differences in parameters governing a
single strategy. But what if people use the same strategy with qualitative differences, instead of quantitative differences, in parameters? For example, what if all people use an information integration
strategy, but some have a gain weight parameter of zero, whereas for others this gain weight is markedly different from zero? Such differences may show up in the MIMIC analysis as qualitative changes
even though people do use the same strategy (Hofman, Visser, Jansen, & van der Maas, 2015).
Although this does not pose a problem in the current study because best fitting models were quantitative, this possibility should be kept in mind in future applications in which qualitative differences
are observed.
The new MIMIC approach to testing quantitative versus qualitative developmental differences has
provided four new insights into the nature of individual and developmental differences in decision
making. Given these new insights obtained by using this methodology, we suggest that this novel
MIMIC approach may also be informative in other cognitive domains. For example, to test the quantitative versus qualitative development of categorization, reasoning, math, or memory (Bouwmeester,
Vermunt, & Sijtsma, 2007; Cottini, Basso, Saracini, & Palladino, 2019; Hofman, Visser, Jansen,
Marsman, & van der Maas, 2018; Hofman et al., 2015; Munakata & McClelland, 2003; Reetzke,
Maddox, & Chandrasekaran, 2015; Schapiro & McClelland, 2009; Stone, Blumberg, Blair, & Cancelli,
2016).
Conclusion
The novel MIMIC approach proposed in this article provides a principled approach to test, rather
than assume, quantitative versus qualitative developmental differences. The current study indicates
that individual differences in decision making are quantitative, pertain to consideration of gains,
and are related to age in judgment tasks but not in choice tasks. Because quantitative versus qualitative development is a key question in developmental research, the approach can also be informative in
other domains.
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